Analysis of Restitution Coefficient Value on the Ball Using Tracker Software by Utilizing Video Based Laboratory
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Abstract: Conducting experimental activities in a laboratory with available equipment is not as simple as it may appear. Experimentation can be challenging, and various factors can lead to inaccuracies. Systematic errors result from measurement tool inaccuracies, and external factors can also influence outcomes. Recognizing and addressing these potential errors during experiments is crucial. Tracker software is a valuable tool for enhancing laboratory accuracy. This software tracks and analyzes experimental elements to produce precise data. Researchers can closely monitor object movements and behaviors in video-based laboratory, making data measurement and recording more precise. This technology improves laboratory procedures by enhancing reliability and efficiency. In summary, manual data collection for marbles yields restitution coefficient values of $e = 0.5136 \pm 0.004214$ and $e = 0.4566 \pm 0.01736$ for the ping pong ball. In contrast, using tracker software for data collection provides $e = 0.5397 \pm 0.0008731$ for marbles and $e = 0.5115 \pm 0.001154$ for the ping pong ball. This demonstrates the software's ability to enhance accuracy in experimental results, improving the overall laboratory process.
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Introduction

Without a doubt, the significance of viable research facility encounter is irrefutable within the preparing of understudies over different disciplines (Aprilia et al., 2020; Fatmawati et al., 2021). The basis behind this declaration lies within the need for understudies to apply their newly discovered hypothetical information by testing with real-world frameworks (Fitri et al., 2022; Khoiri et al., 2023; Marpaung et al., 2021; Utari et al., 2019). In an perfect situation, each understudy would have their claim research facility hardware; in any case, commonsense imperatives regularly make this unattainable (Hujatulatif et al., 2022; Islami et al., 2021). In an perfect situation, each understudy would have their claim research facility hardware; in any case, commonsense imperatives regularly make this unattainable (Hujatulatif et al., 2022; Islami et al., 2021). These limitations emerge due to the common bundling of research facility gadgets with exclusive instructive computer program, requiring understudies to contribute time in comprehending the complexities of framework engineering (Agusti et al., 2023; Melinia et al., 2021). Besides, the support of a considerable stock of research facility hardware requests significant money related assets.

Various companies offer testing gadgets, and these frequently posture network challenges. In any case, a later wave of articles has been committed to the improvement of cost-effective exploratory devices that use the computational capabilities of individual computers. This development encourages the creation of more reasonable testing apparatuses utilizing off-the-shelf components, subsequently investing them with instructive capabilities comparable to those of complicated and high-cost frameworks. Experimental activities can be carried out in a laboratory using the available tools (Gamage et al., 2020; Yanti et al., 2020). But in practice, conducting experiments is not as easy as imagined (Bancong et al., 2020). There can be some errors as a cause of erroneous measurement results such as systematic errors in the form of inaccuracy of
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measurement results due to tools and error creations in the form of things that can affect the measurement results from outside (noise, parallax, brown motion, electric voltage fluctuations and others) (Clifford et al., 2021). For example, when doing an experiment to calculate the value of the restitution coefficient on an object in momentum material. It is difficult to see the exact movement of the pendulum with the naked eye only.

Currently, the development of science and technology is increasingly advanced (Hidayah et al., 2023). In helping experimental activities carried out in the laboratory, there is a software that can help experimental activities produce more accurate data, namely tracker software (Fahrunnisa et al., 2021). Tracker software is a video analysis program that can be used to analyze various videos related to the topic of kinematics and light spectrum (Peebles et al., 2021). The tracker software has a calibration facility, so the measurements result will be very close to reality (Fadholi et al., 2018). The video recording is taken from the real condition of the object's motion, and then processed using a tracker so that it is also known as a Video Based Laboratory (VBL).

VBL is an educational tool that can combine theoretical and experimental aspects in teaching physics (Aouifi et al., 2024; Sudirman, 2023; Weng et al., 2023). Students can focus on describing physical symptoms in the video and not on data collection techniques. Through software developed for VBL that interactively processes digital video, it allows students to carefully analyze movement through computer-generated graphics (Khalil et al., 2023). It is very difficult to make impulse measurements by directly observing fast-moving objects. To measure the impulse in the event that the ball hits the wall, it is necessary to measure the average force exerted by the ball on the wall and the length of time the ball hits the wall. Likewise in determining the value of the restitution coefficient on the ball, because the ball moves so that when seen with the naked eye it is not good enough to be able to determine the velocity of the ball before and after the collision. With the help of tracker software and utilizing VBL, it is hoped that it can produce research/experiments with more accurate results on the restitution coefficient material with objects of several types of balls.

This research is important to carry out because research using video analytics as a learning method is needed, not limited to constructivism, direction, and direct instruction (Ilma et al., 2022). Habibbulloh et al. (2014) also thinks that the most suitable topic for tracker software is physics material related to kinematics and motion phenomena in general, including the coefficient of restitution.

**Method**

The approach used in this research is a quantitative approach, which is one type of experimental research. In the first experiment, a medium-sized bekel ball was used which was hung on the statif, then one of the balls was pulled at a certain angle and then released so that a collision occurred between the two balls. When starting to draw one of the balls, the camera is ready to record the movement of the ball in order to obtain speed data on both balls before and after the collision occurs. Then the video was entered into the tracker software to obtain experimental data. The same was done with the ping pong ball for the second try.

**Research Stage**

![Research flowchart](attachment:research_flowchart.png)

*Figure 1. Research flowchart*
The first stage, namely the study of literature to design the design of experimental tools and theories that support experiments so that the research carried out is in accordance with existing theories. Then, design the tools that will be used for experiments. Next, namely the assembly of tools and materials to be like a swing with two similar balls with a ruler behind it to measure the height of the ball when it is swung and after a collision occurs and is used as a comparison for calibration tools on tracker software. The first experiment was carried out with two bekel ball types and the second experiment was carried out with two ping pong balls. The fourth stage, namely the process of recording the video swing on the pendulum by using a camera as material to be analyzed at a later stage, therefore this research utilizes Video Based Laboratory (VBL). Next, determining the measured data. Manually, the data taken is in the form of height as much as i, while with the tracker software, the speed data is taken as much as j. The sixth stage, namely if the resulting ball restitution coefficient is between 0 and 1, the research is complete, otherwise it will return to the fourth stage.

**Tools and Materials**

This research requires one set of statives, one scratchpad, 50 cm ruler, digital scales, camera, laptop, Tracker Software, Microsoft Excel, two bekel balls with a diameter of 4.2 cm, two ping pong balls in diameter 4.05 cm and yarn.

**Design Tools**

![Design of the pendulum swing tool](Source: Personal Documentation)

**Data Analysis Technique**

Data analysis techniques with manual experiments using VBL (without the help of tracker software) In the initial state immediately after ball A is released, when ball A is in the upper position, the upper kinetic energy is equal to zero (KEupper = 0) and the potential energy is at its maximum value (PEupper = max) while the potential energy when ball A is currently collide with ball B, namely when ball A is at the lowest/lowest point is 0, and the law of conservation of energy applies so that the equation is:

\[ v = \sqrt{2gh} \]

(1)

According to Chusni (2017), to derive the error equation can be derived from the equation to be measured. With repeated measurements of height, errors in repeated measurements can be formulated as:

\[ S_{hr} = \frac{2(h_{2x} - h_{1x})}{n(n-1)} \]

(2)

By using equation (1), to determine the value of the restitution coefficient on the ball can be formulated as:

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{(v_B' - v_A')}{v_B} \]

(3)

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{\sqrt{2gh_B} - \sqrt{2gh_A'}}{\sqrt{2gh_A}} \]

(4)

Based on equation (4), we can formulate the errorvalue of the obtained restitution coefficient:

\[ S_\varepsilon = \sqrt{\left( \frac{\delta v_B}{v_B} S_{h_B} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\delta v_B}{v_B} S_{h_B'} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\delta v_B}{v_B} S_{h_A} \right)^2} \]

(5)

Data analysis techniques with experiments using VBL using tracker software. By using equations (3), because the value of \( vB \) is 0, the equation used becomes:

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{(v_B' - v_A')}{v_A} \]

(6)

Meanwhile, the error of the restitution coefficient when analyzed using tracker software.

**Result and Discussion**

The restitution coefficient is a physical factor employed to quantify the extent to which a collision between two items represents their flexibility (Wang et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021). This factor demonstrates the capacity of two items to preserve a portion of their kinetic energy following a collision (Hosseini et al., 2023; Kundrák et al., 2019). The utilization of the restitution
coefficient is typically observed in scenarios involving the collision of solid objects, such as rebounding balls or interactions among other solid entities. The value of the restitution coefficient can fluctuate based on the properties of the colliding items and the specifics of the collision itself.

In this research, velocity data is generated in tracker software shown in the image below:

![Tracker Software Interface]

Figure 3. Visible table columns on software tracker source:
personal documentation

The results of the value of the restitution coefficient on the bekel ball with data taken manually are \( e = 0.5136 \pm 0.004214 \) while the restitution coefficient value on the bekel ball with data taken through the tracker software is \( e = 0.5397 \pm 0.0008731 \). Based on the results obtained, we can see that the errors obtained from the data taken manually are greater than the errors obtained from the data taken through the tracker software. So it can be said that data retrieval through tracker software is much more accurate than data retrieval that is taken manually with an error percentage ratio (Hwang et al, 2016) of 0.4214% : 0.08731%.

Meanwhile, the results of the restitution coefficient value on the ping pong ball with data taken manually are equal to \( e = 0.4707 \pm 0.01736 \) and the value of the restitution coefficient on the ping pong ball with the data taken through the tracker software is \( e = 0.5115 \pm 0.001154 \). From the results obtained, it can also be seen that errors with data taken manually are greater than errors taken using tracker software. So it can also be said that data retrieval through tracker software is much more accurate than data retrieval that is taken manually with an error percentage ratio of 1.736% : 0.1154%.

A significant difference error is more visible in bekel balls, because the bekel balls are made of rubber so that their reflection is greater than the ping pong balls. Besides that, when taking the data it is much easier because the movement is more obvious at the time after the collision. The value of the restitution coefficient depends on the constituent material, if the material is softer, the elasticity is greater so that the value of the restitution coefficient is greater. In accordance with the theory that the value of the restitution coefficient is closer to the value of 1, the collision that occurs is also more perfect.

In manual data collection, the value of the restitution coefficient on the bekel ball is greater than the restitution coefficient value on the ping pong ball with a difference of 0.05035, while data collection using tracker software also shows that the value of the restitution coefficient for bekel ball is greater than that of ping pong ball, namely by the difference amounting to 0.0282.

Conclusion

Utilizing tracker computer program for examination can improve the unwavering quality of created information and make strides proficiency in explore execution. Manual information investigation of marbles come about in compensation coefficient values of \( e = 0.5136 \pm 0.004214 \) and \( e = 0.4566 \pm 0.01736 \) for ping pong balls. In differentiate, utilizing tracker computer program yielded \( e = 0.5397 \pm 0.0008731 \) for marbles and \( e = 0.5115 \pm 0.001154 \) for ping pong balls. This outlines the software's capability to upgrade the exactness of test comes about, hence making strides the generally research facility prepare.
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